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Atlanta Hawks: Camp roster rounds into shape
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Zaza and Magnum Rolle were at Philips today. Twin is expected to re-sign with the Hawks tomorrow. Earl 

Watson told Jody Genessy of the Deseret News he hasn’t decided where he will sign.

So, assuming T-Mac and Twin follow through and sign with the Hawks and Watson ends up picking Atlanta, 

this is what the team depth chart would look like for the start of camp (not counting Kirk Hinrich):

PG–Jeff Teague/Earl Watson/Pape Sy 

SG–Joe Johnson/Tracy McGrady/Brad Wanamaker 

SF–Marvin Williams/Tracy McGrady 

PF–Josh Smith/Magnum Rolle 

C–Al Horford/Zaza Pachulia/Jason Collins/Keith Benson

That’s 14 players on the roster, 10 of whom have guaranteed contracts. 

Still don’t see any of the “knock-down 3-point shooters” L.D. said he wants. Twin, when deployed in favorable 

matchups, ended up providing some of the defensive toughness L.D. is seeking and T-Mac is a pretty good 

defender and very good rebounder: According to Hoopdata, last season he was seventh in defensive rebound 

rate among shooting guards who played at least 15 minutes.

But so far it looks like the Hawks haven’t addressed two of their main concerns. Stay tuned.

Etc.

I don’t think there will be a sign-and-trade with Chicago for Jamal. The Hawks aren’t looking to take on 
the kind of salary the matching rules require and the Bulls are focused on using their MLE to sign a free 
agent. 

•

Zaza said he’s fully recovered from the left calf injury he suffered during FIBA play and aggravated while 
playing in Turkey. 

•

It looks like Damien is not in the Hawks’ plans. •
Word is Hinrich will be at camp tomorrow to continue his rehab. •
Rob Mahoney, writing for ProBasketballTalk, endorses the T-Mac signing: “For the league minimum, 
this is very likely the best the Hawks could possibly do.” 

•

AJC wise guy Jeff Schultz does not like a T-Mac-for-Jamal swap: “It’s a good sign if McGrady’s addition 
is meant only to add depth on the bench. It’s a bad sign if his signing is intended to soften the blow for 
the possible loss of Jamal Crawford.” 

•

Hawks blog legend Sekou predicts “this is the year the Hawks hit the skids.” •

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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